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Introduction
In recent years, new material developments
utilizing nanometer-order structure control
technologies are actively being carried out, as
well as product developments using these
newly developed materials. In the process of
developing these materials and products, it
becomes indispensable to use a scanning-transmission and / or a transmission electron microscope ((S)TEM) for the methods of morphological observation and analysis of a local area.
Furthermore, in high-tech industries such as
the semiconductor industry, the (S)TEM is
installed in the site near the production line as
an analysis tool for improving the yield rate of
production and analyzing defect causes, and
the user is making full use of the (S)TEM at
any time of the day and night. However, installation of the (S)TEM in such a site often causes problems from the viewpoints of cost and
usability. In order to solve these problems, the
JEM-2800 High Throughput Electron
Microscope has been newly developed. This
report describes the product concept and features of this instrument.

Product Concept
Table 1 shows the needs of (S)TEM for
users in the semiconductor industry. The users
in the semiconductor industry feel that the previous or present (S)TEM requires a professional and proper operator. The users also feel that
the implementation cost of (S)TEM is higher
compared with that of other instruments such
as SEM.
On the other hand, the users hope that a
future (S)TEM has a user interface allowing
anyone to operate, and that the implementation
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cost of the future (S)TEM is reduced, as well
as in the future, (S)TEM can maintain a stable
operating rate after installation. The users also
hope to effectively apply the future (S)TEM to
various data acquisitions such as 3D observation by Tomography. Based on these requirements, the JEM-2800 has been developed so
that this new instrument can be accepted by
many companies and research laboratories
with keywords of “high throughput” and “high
usability.”

Features
External view
Figure 1 shows an external view of the
JEM-2800. The installation environment of a
(S)TEM differs largely depending on environments of user sites. In addition, there are many
cases where an installation room does not sufficiently meet the installation requirements of a
(S)TEM. To overcome this situation, the
microscope column of the JEM-2800 is covered with an enclosure so that the (S)TEM can
be stably used. The enclosure is designed by
taking account of smooth maintenance so that
the down time can be minimized at the maintenance. The instrument height is about 2.6 m,
making it lower compared with the general
200 kV TEM. The user sits at the front of the
operation console shown to the right side of
Fig. 1, and can perform all the operations of
the instrument.

User interface
A user who used a SEM or a user who uses a
(S)TEM for the first time often has an impres-

sion that the operation of the (S)TEM is difficult. In the JEM-2800, we have newly developed a graphical user interface (GUI) and
operation panels so that the user can intuitively
perform the necessary operations without cumbersome feeling. Figure 2 shows the operation
panels of this instrument. The left side of Fig.
2 shows the trackball for moving the specimen, the center of Fig. 2 shows the main operation panel, and the right side of Fig. 2 shows
the panel for adjusting the specimen height (Z)
and tilting the specimen. Although the number
of knobs and switches is smaller compared
with those of the operation panel of the conventional (S)TEM, the user can intuitively
operate the instrument because appropriate
functions are automatically assigned to these
knobs and switches according to the state of
the instrument.
Figure 3 shows the GUI of the instrument.
The JEM-2800 GUI can display all the observation images such as (S)TEM and SEM
images, set each observation condition, and
display the operational status of each part of
the JEM-2800 on a real-time basis. In addition,
the user can operate the instrument under the
environment of a bright room. Since the JEM2800 enables you to simultaneously observe
and record scanning images, such as STEMBF image, STEM-DF image and SEM image,
enhancement of throughput can be expected.
Depending on the procedure of observation or
analysis, it is sometimes required to frequently
switch between TEM and STEM. In the JEM2800, simply clicking the observation-mode
switching buttons on the top left of the GUI
enables you to easily switch the observation
modes between TEM, STEM-BF, STEM-DF,
SEM and Diffraction. In the case of switching
image observation such as from TEM to

Table 1 Needs of STEM and TEM for users in the semiconductor industry.
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ITRS 2009: MPU physical gate length (nm)
Previous or present STEM / TEM
Professional and proper operators are required

 Complicated operation procedure
 Specially techniques for analysis
High cost

Future STEM / TEM
Easy operation

 SEM like operation
Reduction of analysis cost

 Cost is higher than the SEM
 Long time is spent for analysis
 Prolonged operator training

 Shortening in observation or analyzing time
 No proper operator needed
 Reduce operator training time

Present performance (0.1 ~ 0.2 nm) is adequate in most cases

Performance is more better than the present TEM and STEM

Limited data acquisition techniques

Various data acquisition techniques

 2D analysis / imaging
 Manual operation

 3D imaging by tomography
 Critical dimension by automation
 Strain analysis, etc.
●

Everyone needs these functions
Fig. 1 External view of JEM-2800. Left-hand side of the figure is the microscope column in enclosure. Enclosure height is about 2.6 m. Right-hand
side of the figure is an operation console. All operations are performed
from the operation console.

Fig. 2 Operation panels of JEM-2800. Trackball panel, main operation
panel and specimen height and tilt control panel are shown from the
left-hand side. Main operation panel upper-side is used for alignment, and bottom-side is used for acquisition setting of images.

Fig. 3 Graphical user interface (GUI) of JEM-2800.
Simultaneous acquisition of STEM-BF, STEM-DF
and SEM images can be performed. Thumbnail viewer is prepared for the lower part of GUI.
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STEM, the observation mode changes in about
10 seconds while keeping the same magnification and the same field of view, thus you can
continue the observation without requiring the
time for re-searching the observation field of
view due to the switching of the observation
mode.

Automatic functions
When performing the observation of multiple
fields of view, it is necessary to repeat the same
operation procedure. Figure 4 shows the general operation flow of a (S)TEM. The JEM-2800
is provided with automatic adjustment functions
for frequently used operations, including brightness & contrast adjustment, alignment of the
specimen orientation (zone axis), focusing and

astigmatism correction. Alignment of the specimen orientation is to align the (crystal) zone
axis of the specimen with respect to the presently observed field of view. Furthermore, automatic focusing and automatic astigmatism correction can be executed irrespective of the
observation mode of TEM or STEM. These
automatic functions help to greatly reduce cumbersome operations of the user and variations of
the observation conditions.

enables you to operate the instrument from a
remote site. This optional function offers the
same GUI and operation panel even in the
remote site. If you arrange the respective operation panels and PCs in the (S)TEM main unit
and the remote site, you can also perform the
image observation and analysis in real time
while performing discussion.

Remote operation

A user who is unaccustomed to the (S)TEM
operation often becomes confused on the operation procedure. In order to guide the user
without miss-operations, the navigation system
is built in the JEM-2800. Figure 5 shows the
example screen of the JEM-Navi . When the
user reads the operation procedure and clicks a

There is also a need to observe an image or
perform discussion while observing the image
from a place different from the installation site
of the (S)TEM. The JEM-2800 is provided
with an optional remote operation function that

Navigation system JEM-Navi

Procedure of observation
Insert a specimen holder in a column
Search target view
Contrast & brightness

Auto contrast &brightness

Z- Control

Auto Z-control

Orientation

Auto orientation

Focus

Auto focus

Stigmator

Auto stigmator

Take a photograph, analyze by using EDS and / or EELS
On GUI

Fig. 4 General operation flow of TEM and STEM. Almost operation procedures can be performed automatically.

Fig. 5 Example screen of the operation navigator (JEM-Navi).
Corresponding switch of operation panel and / or the portion of GUI
blinks by clicking the link button of the operation navigator.
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Fig. 6 High resolution TEM image of gold single crystal. Accelerating voltage is
200 kV.
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link button in the document on the monitor
screen, the software leads the user by blinking
the lamp of switches or a portion of the screen
that the user should operate. In the future, the
main terms in the navigation document will be
linked to the glossary; that is, clicking a term
allows for displaying the explanation of the
relevant term on the screen.

High-resolution image
The JEM-2800 enables you not only to provide high usability, but also to obtain high
quality data. Figure 6 shows a high-resolution
TEM image of a gold single crystal acquired at
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Lattice
fringes with spacing of 0.1 nm are clearly visible in this image. Figure 7 shows a high-reso-

STEM detector. Figure 9 shows STEM
images of a semiconductor device with different collection angles. They are a STEM-BF
image, a STEM-LAADF image, and a STEMHAADF image from the left side of the figure.
Many elements are used in the FET portion of
recent semiconductor devices, and artificially
controlled strain is introduced into the silicon
substrate. The STEM-LAADF image can distinguish the elements different from the lowdielectric constant (Low-k) material portion
since image contrast is different for each different element depending on the atomic number. Furthermore, in the silicon substrate portion, it is possible to clearly observe the portion into which the distortion is introduced
with a contrast different from the surrounding
portion free of distortion.

lution STEM image of a silicon (111) single
crystal that exhibits lattice fringes with spacing
of 0.19 nm. In recent years, there has been a
high demand for high-resolution imaging even
for soft materials such as porous material and
macro-molecular material. The JEM-2800
meets this demand, enabling you to observe
such a high-resolution image at an accelerating
voltage of 100 kV even in the standard configuration. Figure 8 shows a high-resolution
TEM image of a gold single crystal acquired at
an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Lattice
fringes with spacing of 0.14 nm can be visualized in this image.
On the other hand, there is also a high
demand for observing an image with sufficiently good contrast. The JEM-2800 allows
large change of the collection angles of the
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Fig. 7 High resolution STEM-DF image of silicon single crystal.
Accelerating voltage is 200 kV.

(a)

Fig. 8 High resolution TEM image of gold single crystal. Accelerating voltage is 100 kV.

(b)

(c)
Low-k

Lattice defects
50nm
Fig. 9 STEM images of semiconductor device acquired by different collection angles. (a) < 11 mrad, (b) 14 to 63 mrad and (c) 46 to 208 mrad. Lattice
defects and low-k layers are clearly observed in (a) STEM-BF image and (b) STEM-LAADF image.
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High speed EDS analysis
One of the advantages to perform EDS analysis
using a (S)TEM is that you can perform a highresolution EDS analysis; in recent years, however, analysis speed-up is also requested. The JEM2800 can install an SDD (silicon drift detector) of
100 mm2 having a solid angle of 0.95 sr. With
this installation, the instrument can provide detection sensitivity about as five or more times as that
compared with a 50 mm2 Si(Li) detector. In addition, as you can also change the illumination condition from a large current probe to a high-resolution probe, you can set the optimum analysis condition according to the size of the analysis area
and the resolution required. Figure 10 shows elemental mapping images of a semiconductor
device acquired with EDS. It is seen that trace
doped elements of hafnium and tantalum can be

detected. It is also found that spectral peaks of silicon and tungsten are clearly separated irrespective of their close characteristic X-ray energies to
each other.
Furthermore, the JEM-2800 enables you to
perform various analyses such as EELS,
Tomography and local-distortion analysis in
accordance with the needs of the user.

ImageCenter and managed in a lump. These
data are read from each client to perform data
processing. Figure 12 shows the GUI displayed on a client site. Images and data can be
searched using keywords such as photography
date/time and photography conditions. After
that, you can perform analysis or other tasks
using the necessary software.

Data management system

Summary

Some companies also request to efficiently
manage the observation images and analysis
results. A data management system
(ImageCenter) has been developed for the
JEM-2800. Figure 11 shows a schematic
drawing of this data management system. The
results of data acquired or analyzed by a
(S)TEM are automatically unified in the

In the future, opportunities to use a (S)TEM
will further increase in various fields. In such a
circumstance, the JEM-2800 High Throughput
Electron Microscope will contribute to more
diversified fields since this instrument can provide all users with high performance and high
throughput owing to its new various functions
focused on high usability.
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Fig. 10 EDS peak separated maps of 32 nm PMOS. (a) STEM-DF, (b) C-K, (c) N-K, (d) O-K, (e) Al-K, (f) Si-K, (g) Ti-K, (h) Ni-K, (i) Cu-K, (j) Ge-K,
(k) Hf-L, (l) Ta-L and (m) W-L.
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LAN

TEM

Image Center

 SEI, STEM and TEM images
 EDS, EELS
 Tomography (TEMography)
All data are automatically stored into
a server (Image Center).

Client 1

Client 2

 CD (Image Excite)
 Particle analysis
 Creation of reports

Client 3

Fig. 11 Schematic drawing of TEM data management system. All the images and analysis data are stored in a file server (Image Center). Users can access
Image Center from each client PC.

CD software Image Excite
Particle analysis software
Region Gauge

Data management
by data

Picture information
is displayed
Fig. 12 Client GUI of Image Center. Stored images are shown. Data search can be performed by keywords such as date, specimen name, etc.
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